CTS
CTS-V
Most things become better with the benefit of experience. We see how something so simple can have a massive impact on our lives. And how these simple items are the product of a complex system. Behind the scenes, the countless hours of performance engineering. The timeless craftsmanship. The infinite algorithms to create seamless technology. When we choose to become more selective, we realize that we’re getting exactly what we need, when we need it. That compromise isn’t necessary and you can settle for everything.

THE 2019 CTX
The 2019 Cadillac CTS is designed to adhere to all your expectations. From a powerful collection of engines to an advanced cockpit that is encased by a vision of modern steel craftsmanship, the 2019 CTS is nothing short of everything you demand, all packaged in an exhilarating drive.

The CTS is rooted in performance. From its proven achievements on the famed Nürburgring to the propelling V-Sport model with remarkable horsepower to the racetrack-capable V-Series, excitement and a commanding drive are inevitable.
In just 4.4 seconds, the CTS V-Sport reveals itself. That’s how long it takes the V-Sport Sedan to propel from 0 to 60 mph with its Twin Turbo V6 engine with best-in-class 420 hp.

Well-appointed cabin, meet cockpit. The CTS is equipped with advanced technologies that deliver one powerful promise—masterful services and convenience. From the satisfying feel of the controls to seamless digital interfaces, it all meet your needs with the greatest elegance and efficiency.
The most powerful Cadillac ever built. With 640 hp and lightning-fast reflexes, the CTS-V is a rare automobile. You can test your limits on the track, then while on the street, make every drive infinitely comfortable and memorable.

1000 times a second. Available Magnetic Ride Control reads the road up to 1000 times a second and automatically adjusts the suspension to different road surface conditions. The result is a highly responsive drive, regardless of road conditions.
Tested on the famed Nürburgring track, the CTS is serious about thrilling performance. Choose from remarkably powerful and efficient engines. The standard 2.0L Turbo 4-cylinder delivers a responsively potent 268 hp and an EPA-estimated 30 highway mpg.1 The second option is the available 3.6L V6 that powerfully transfers 335 hp. Or for truly exhilarating performance, the available best-in-class 3.6L V6 Twin Turbo V-Sport delivers a pulse-racing 420 hp and 430 lb-ft of torque. All engines are paired with an intelligent 8-speed automatic transmission for reactive shifting.

Starting power is matched with Brembo® front-brake stopping power. Carved from lightweight aluminum-alloy, these brakes bring a host of advantages, including excellent driving feel and wear resistance.

Cadillac performance innovations include available Magnetic Ride Control. It automatically adjusts the suspension to road conditions. The system reads the road up to 1000 times a second, tuning the suspension for a highly responsive, smooth drive in otherwise rocky scenarios. For additional control, available All-Wheel Drive with Active Torque Technology maximizes stability and handling, helping to deliver impeccable control in less-than-perfect driving conditions.

1. EPA-estimated mpg for 2.0L Turbo engine with 8-speed transmission: 22 city/30 highway (RWD); 21 city/29 highway (AWD).

TESTED ON THE FAMED NÜRBURGRING TRACK, THE CTS IS SERIOUS ABOUT THRILLING PERFORMANCE.
Modern design. One look at the CTS and the powerful lines, curves and planes of the inlaid hood pop immediately into focus. With aerodynamic form, Cadillac signature lamps and advanced metalwork, you’ll see how the CTS can move you even when it is standing still.

As striking as they are intelligent, hundreds of crystalline LED lights accentuate the exterior design. Available High-Intensity Discharge (HID) headlamps feature Adaptive Forward Lighting. This technology automatically turns the headlamps according to your steering wheel position and provides you with optimal road illumination.

Travel alongside the profile of the CTS and impressive style is met with excellent visibility, while available Illuminating Door Handles deliver both. The final touch of the exterior boasts an integrated rear spoiler, featuring a 48-LED center brake lamp to help manage airflow and leave a lasting impression.
Technological prowess. With just a touch, the available Rear Camera Mirror streamlines video to the rearview mirror. This view (A) offers a wider, less-obstructed view than an ordinary rearview mirror. And a simple toggle instantly reverts to a traditional rearview mirror (B).

In the driver’s seat, you can project the information that matters most to you with the available Head-Up Display (HUD). Speed, audio, navigation and other information are projected onto the front windshield, so you can keep your eyes on the road. A different display option is the available V-Sport gauge cluster. You can customize your view to emphasize your tachometer, mph or other information in three reconfigurable themes.

The Cadillac user experience puts a suite of information and entertainment offerings, including climate, audio, settings control and available 3-D GPS navigation at your command. Plus, it offers connected Apps where you can select and install a range of apps from music to audiobooks to weather. (Data plan rates apply.)

The available 4G LTE Wi-Fi hotspot allows you to connect up to seven devices at the same time, up to 50 feet away from your CTS. And just as convenient, compatible devices can be powered with the Wireless Charging feature.

(B) TRADITIONAL VIEW WITH REARVIEW MIRROR

(A) ENHANCED VIEW WITH STREAMING VIDEO DIGITAL MIRROR
Even your key fob is intelligent. Use it and Adaptive Remote Start will engage the engine from up to 100 yards away. It can also sense outside temperature to activate the appropriate cabin climate control, as well as heat your steering wheel, if equipped, when needed. Plus, with your myCadillac mobile app and a paid subscription, you can lock, unlock and remote-start the vehicle and get select vehicle information from anywhere you have cellular reception.

Phone integration with Apple CarPlay™ compatibility allows you to access your contacts, Apple Music™ and other information from your iPhone® with a touch of the screen. Apple CarPlay™ also allows you to access Siri, so features are easily accessible to you or your front-seat passenger. Phone integration also offers Android Auto™ compatibility.
Interior luxuries await. The CTS will surprise and delight you with a large, comfortable cabin, yet maintain a compact, sporty feeling for pure exhilaration.

When designing your cockpit, select from striking materials, such as real wood trim and available Semi-Aniline leather seating surfaces. Every choice is curated to work together beautifully, so no matter which you choose, the cabin will be a stunning expression of your personal style. Comfort is king with available Tri-Zone Climate Control. The driver and front and rear passengers are able to adjust the temperatures to their individual liking.

Up front, preferred seating comforts occupants with available 20-way front performance seats with power-adjustable seatback bolsters and manual thigh support. And while you’re behind the wheel, an available, customizable 12.3” diagonal LCD gauge cluster allows you to choose how to display vehicle data, entertainment, communications and navigation information in full color.
2019 CADILLAC CTS

SAFETY

SET YOUR SPACE
Available Adaptive Cruise Control–Advanced employs both radar and cameras to maintain a set selected distance between you and the detected vehicle ahead while you steer.

TRULY FORWARD THINKING
Available Forward Collision Alert monitors traffic ahead, alerting you if a potential front-end collision is imminent, while the available Following Distance Indicator shows the following time to the detected vehicle ahead (in seconds) in the Driver Information Center (DIC).

WINDSHIELD WIPERS AND BRAKES WORK TOGETHER
Available Rainsense Wipers automatically engage when rain is detected, adjusting their speed to the rain’s intensity. Whenever wipers are activated, Auto-Dry brakes automatically position the brake pads closer to the rotors to sweep away moisture and improve performance.

STRONG ENOUGH TO CRUMPLE
The ultra-high-strength steel safety cage features strategically placed crumple zones that help absorb and manage crash energy. The safety cage is also equipped with 10 standard airbags, including knee airbags for the driver and front passenger and side-impact airbags for front and rear outboard passengers.

FIRMLY REASSURING
During emergency braking or sudden maneuvers, available Automatic Seat Belt Tightening activates. When conditions revert to normal, the seat belts ease automatically.

TRAVEL THE STRAIGHT AND SMART
Using a camera sensor to monitor lane boundaries, available Lane Keep Assist can gently turn the steering wheel if the system anticipates the vehicle is leaving the lane unintentionally or without using your turn signal. Working in conjunction with the available Safety Alert Seat, available Lane Departure Warning shows a visual alert in the cluster and sends a warning pulse through the seat cushion when your vehicle crosses the detected lane marking.

AN ATTENTION-GRABBER
Available Lane Change Alert surveys the area well beyond the side blind zone and illuminates the side-mirror warning icon to alert you if a moving vehicle is rapidly approaching. Available Side Blind Zone Alert monitors your blind zones, so if a moving vehicle is in the adjacent lane, it also illuminates the side-mirror icon. In both features, if you’ve activated your turn signal, the icon on the side mirror flashes to alert you.

GRABS YOUR ATTENTION, SUBTLY.
Cadillac’s available patented Safety Alert Seat sends a discreet pulse to the left, right or both sides of the driver’s seat, indicating the direction of the threat — left, right, front or rear.

BE ALERTED EVEN IN REVERSE
When backing out of a parking space, available Rear Cross Traffic Alert warns of oncoming traffic on either side of your vehicle and provides an audible warning or a pulse to the Safety Alert Seat.

GAIN PRECIOUS TIME
Up to certain speeds, available Forward and Reverse Automatic Braking can sense imminent forward and reverse collisions and automatically engage the brakes, helping to reduce crash impacts.

SURROUNDED BY AVAILABLE SAFETY INNOVATIONS

Select safety features shown.
MAKE EVERY DAY A TRACK DAY

As formidable on the track as it is convenient on the road, the CTS-V is the leader of the V-Series family. Designed and engineered with many goals, but one sole purpose: ultra-high performance. Take technologically advanced driving and maximum exhilaration, then finish it with sophisticated style and deluxe amenities.

THE CTS-V WILL LAUNCH YOU FORWARD.
Cadillac has a proven history in motorsports—from winning year after year in the Pirelli World Challenge Series to becoming a dominating manufacturer in the IMSA WeatherTech SportsCar Championship with its newest racecar, the DPi-V.R prototype. In 2017, the Cadillac DPi-V.R won five IMSA championship titles. This type of commitment to performance and excellence is found within Cadillac Racing and is obtainable with the Cadillac V-Series.

The skill, resourcefulness and pure grit that go into creating a world-class racing team are transferred to the heart and soul of each and every track-capable Cadillac CTS-V. Whether it’s innovative Cadillac technology, such as the Performance Traction Management system, its striking wheels and exterior design cues or its powerful engine and functional aerodynamics, the CTS-V is a fitting cousin to the Cadillac DPi-V.R.
Transport yourself. The CTS-V 6.2L supercharged V8 develops 640 hp and 630 lb-ft of torque, launching you from 0 to 60 in 3.7 seconds, with a racetrack top speed of 200 mph. A compact, efficient 1.7L four-lobe Eaton® supercharger, with specially engineered rotors, generates boost early in the rpm band for a faster response. And Direct Injection, Continuously Variable Valve Timing technology and Active Fuel Management make everyday driving as efficient as it is exhilarating.

The sport automatic transmission features Performance Algorithm Shifting. Automatically activated by spirited driving, this technology seamlessly selects the best gear for each corner, whether you’re seeking fast lap times on the track or enjoying your favorite canyon road. For even more control, Magnesium Paddle Shifters let you tap through the gears.

Massive front and rear Brembo brakes are standard V-Series equipment. Front mono-block brake calipers are carved from a single block of lightweight aluminum alloy — for firm pedal feel and unmatched confidence. Front brake discs feature a two-piece rotor design for excellent heat resistance, performance and durability. In addition, a Ferritic Nitro-Carburizing process greatly reduces corrosion on the rotors, helping maintain appearance and prolong brake life.
When you analyze the formidable CTS-V frame, you’ll uncover a stiff, lightweight structure that allows the V-Series to be track-capable from the factory. The V-Series boasts a multilink MacPherson strut independent front suspension, focused on delivering a quick response and lateral control. A five-link independent rear suspension achieves all-out track performance while maintaining everyday comfort.

The V-Series' stunning stance also plays a crucial role in performance. Its aerodynamically designed front splitter and front hood vent steer air around and over the car to reduce lift. The iconic V-Performance mesh grille is cleverly engineered to provide maximum airflow to the engine, while reducing wind resistance. A dramatic rear spoiler creates aerodynamic balance to keep the V-Series' tires planted.

The V-Series is equipped with a carbon-fiber hood — standard. An available Carbon Fiber Package employs this lightweight yet incredibly strong material in the symmetrical design of a deeper front splitter, hood vent louvers, rear aero diffuser and taller rear spoiler.
INNOVATIVE PERFORMANCE

V-tuned tech. If you take your CTS-V to the track, you’ll have advanced technology to review your run and help you become a better driver. The available Performance Data Recorder captures your track driving — recording video, audio and performance data in real time that can be viewed on the Cadillac user experience screen or saved on an SD card to watch later. The system’s four overlays — Sport, Track, Performance or Tour — help analyze your skills.

For a more detailed analysis, the Performance Data Recorder can be used in conjunction with the available Cosworth Toolbox.

Used by professional racing teams, this software provides a turn-by-turn breakdown of your run to improve your driving skills. Visit cosworth.com/toolbox-cadillac to download the software.

The CTS-V also includes competition-spec traction and stability controls. Performance Traction Management (PTM) integrates traction and engine control systems for improved and consistent cornering. Enter Track Mode and choose from five driver-selectable levels of control: Wet, Dry, Sport 1, Sport 2 or Race.

During aggressive cornering — or on curvaceous on/off ramps — the electronic limited-slip differential (eLSD) automatically directs power to the rear wheel with the most traction for great control and fast exit speeds. And for an added shot of adrenaline, Launch Control monitors traction activity and allows the engine, transmission and suspension to work together for maximum, full-throttle acceleration off the line, resulting in more consistent 0-60 times.

Manufactured in a high-security factory, V-Series Michelin® Pilot® Super Sport summer-only tires feature a unique tri-compound design. The outer shoulder is particularly resistant to the wear associated with aggressive cornering. The tread’s center ribs are optimized for steering and handling, and the inner shoulder is designed to slice through water, providing grip on the road. These tires also feature R-compound — the “R” stands for racing. Rarely seen on street-vehicle tires, this technology delivers outstanding grip.

1. Functionality varies by model. Full functionality requires compatible Bluetooth® and smartphone, and USB connectivity for some devices.
2. Do not use summer-only tires in winter conditions, as it would adversely affect vehicle safety, performance and durability. Use only GM-approved tire and wheel combinations. Unapproved combinations may change the vehicle’s performance characteristics. Lower profile tires wear faster. Wheel and tire damage may occur on rough or damaged roads or from surfaces or from curbs, debris or obstacles. This damage is not covered by the GM New-Vehicle Limited Warranty. For important tire and wheel information, go to my.cadillac.com/learnabout/tires, or see your dealer.
Perfect execution is the only acceptable standard. At first thought, you might not consider a track-capable performer to also have the finest amenities. But that’s what makes the CTS-V a Cadillac. You’ll find craftsmanship, comfort and an array of technologies applied with precise and exquisite vision every time you step inside.

The tailored interior of the CTS-V is refinement pushed tastefully further. Leather and trim options offer timeless style, along with subtle racing aesthetics. For instance, V-carbon-fiber veneers are engineered for beauty and designed with a mirror-matched pattern to accentuate an advanced cockpit.

When it comes to seating, the CTS-V takes a confident place on the podium. Supple, strong and striking, the Semi-Aniline leather seating surfaces and steering wheel available in the V-Series are created using a process that retains the natural beauty of the material, while enhancing their strength and softness.

Synonymous with racing, available RECARO® front seats feature a handcrafted shape that cradles your body during cornering. Along with slip-resistant sueded panels and adjustable bolsters, their design helps take the work out of staying in place during aggressive maneuvers.

Its function is matched by extraordinary comfort. The 20-way front Sport Seats come leather-trimmed with sueded microfiber inserts. They are also heated and ventilated.

Left: Available RECARO front seating. Right: Semi-Aniline leather trim seating.


EXTERIOR

Active Shutter Grilles: Grilles with integrated aero features;

Lighting: Preprogrammed ambient lighting with 3-color LED;

Mirrors: Body-color, power, heated, with integrated turn-signal indicators;

Solar-Reflecting Windshields: Tinted, with body-color trim for enhanced comfort;

Windshield Wipers: 2-speed, with automatic mode and interval feature, with front panel touch controls for multiple speeds;

INTERIOR

Adaptive Rearview Mirror: Activated electronic rearview mirrors, with electrically adjustable position and tilt;

Air Filtration System: Automatic air recirculation and air conditioning;

Ambient Lighting: Center console and instrument panel;

Audio System: Upgraded premium sound systems;

Cruise Control: V-Sport Package with QFC (Quick Fill Control) and V-Sport-badged steering wheel;

Driver Information Center: Color information display;

Fuel Economy: Includes fuel efficiency data and trip information;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Parking Sensors: Rear, with visual and audible alerts;

Power: Tilt and telescopic, electric with express-up/-down;

Wireless Charging: With 13 wireless charging spots in the 2019 model year;

PREMIUM LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/PREMIUM LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;

V-SPORT/LUXURY

Start/Stop Button: Start/Stop button with illuminated cap;

Bluetooth®: Bluetooth® technology with voice recognition;

Heated Rear Seat: Heated rear seatback and seat cushions;

Onstar®: 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot with Siri® Eyes Free;

Wireless Charging: Wireless charging capability;
## 2019 CTS-V Standard Features

### Exterior
- Windshield Wipers
- Taillamps
- High-Mounted Stop Lamp (CHMSL)
- Solar-Absorbing Windshield
  - With IntelliBeam Adaptive Forward Lighting
- Remote locking
- Exhaust
- Front splitter, rocker panels and rear spoiler
- 19" polished forged aluminum wheels with Midnight Silver painted aluminum inserts
- Carbon-fiber hood vent
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear diffuser
- Carbon-fiber rear differ -...
OWNER BENEFITS

Our owners deserve it all. That’s why 2019 vehicles are backed by a comprehensive suite of owner benefits. To learn more, visit cadillac.com/ownersbenefits.

AN IMPORTANT NOTE ABOUT ALTERATIONS AND WARRANTIES

Installation or alterations to the vehicle, accessories, equipment or styling by anyone other than a dealer-authorized service center or dealer is not covered by this warranty. Visit your dealer for more information.

WARRANTY INFORMATION

In addition to the Bumper-to-Bumper coverage, General Motors will warrant certain Hybrid components for 8 years or 100,000 miles, whichever comes first, from the original in-service date of the vehicle. Cosmetic corrosion resulting from defects is also covered under the Bumper-to-Bumper Limited Warranty. See your Cadillac dealer for details.

Please go to cadillac.com and carefully review the vehicle Owner’s Manual for important safety information. See the Owner’s Manual and the child safety seat instructions for more safety information.

FLEET ORDERS

Some standard content may be deleted on fleet orders. See dealer for details.

GM reserves the right to lengthen or shorten the model year for any product line, and may make changes at any time, without notice, in prices, colors, materials, equipment, specifications, models and availability, without liability for special, incidental or consequential damages caused by any such change.

All measurements in inches.

ENGINES

Cadillac products are equipped with an engine produced by GM Powertrain or other suppliers to GM. The engine in a Cadillac product may vary and will be subject to GM’s standard of quality as determined by GM.

ASSEMBLY

In addition to the Bumper-to-Bumper coverage, General Motors will warrant certain Hybrid components for 8 years or 100,000 miles, whichever comes first, from the original in-service date of the vehicle. Cosmetic corrosion resulting from defects is also covered under the Bumper-to-Bumper Limited Warranty. See your Cadillac dealer for details.

ONSTAR AND CADILLAC CONNECTED SERVICES

GM worldwide. (See Onstar.com or gmmobility.com for details.) To learn more, visit onstar.com. See your Cadillac dealer for details.

CONSUMER INFORMATION

6-YEAR/70,000-MILE TRANSFERABLE POWERTRAIN LIMITED WARRANTY. Every 2019 Cadillac vehicle comes with a 6-year/70,000-mile transferable powertrain limited warranty. See your Cadillac dealer for details.

INFORMATION DISCLOSED ON A NEUTRAL BACKGROUND

7-YEAR/100,000-MILE BUMPER-TO-BUMPER LIMITED WARRANTY. Cadillac will warrant each vehicle from the original in-service date for 7 years or 100,000 miles (whichever comes first) from new vehicle delivery, with no deductible, for warrantable repairs to the specific Hybrid components of the vehicle. Visit your Cadillac dealer for details.

TRAILERING AND OFF-ROAD DRIVING INFORMATION

Please go to cadillac.com and carefully review the vehicle Owner’s Manual for important safety information before trailering or off-road driving your vehicle.
2019 CADILLAC CTS

**WHEELS**

**19” PREMIUM PAINTED FORGED ALUMINUM**
Standard on CTS-V
Size: 19” x 9.5” front, 19” x 10” rear
with P265/35R19 front and P295/30R19 rear performance, summer-only tires

**19” ALUMINUM WHEELS WITH MIDNIGHT SILVER PAINTED POCKETS**
Available on CTS-V
Size: 19” x 9.5” front, 19” x 10” rear
with P265/35R19 front and P295/30R19 rear performance, summer-only tires

**18” ALUMINUM WHEELS WITH PREMIUM PAINTED FINISH**
Standard on CTS Premium Luxury; available on CTS Luxury; includes all-season, blackwall, run-flat tires

**17” ALUMINUM WHEELS WITH PAINTED FINISH**
Standard on CTS; includes all-season, blackwall, run-flat tires

---

1. Lower profile tires wear faster. Wheel and tire damage may occur on rough or damaged roads or from surfaces or from curbs, debris or obstacles. This damage is not covered by the GM New-Vehicle Limited Warranty. For more important tire and wheel information, go to my.cadillac.com/learnabout/tires, or see your dealer.
2. Do not use summer-only tires in winter conditions, as it would adversely affect vehicle safety, performance and durability. Use only GM-approved tire and wheel combinations. Unapproved combinations may change the vehicle’s performance characteristics. For important tire and wheel information, go to my.cadillac.com/learnabout/tires, or see your dealer.

---

**CTS-V**

**19” PREMIUM PAINTED FORGED ALUMINUM**
Standard on CTS-V
Size: 19” x 9.5” front, 19” x 10” rear
with P265/35R19 front and P295/30R19 rear performance, summer-only tires

**19” AFTER MIDNIGHT PREMIUM PAINTED FORGED ALUMINUM**
Available on CTS-V
Size: 19” x 9.5” front, 19” x 10” rear
with P265/35R19 front and P295/30R19 rear performance, summer-only tires

**19” AFTER MIDNIGHT PREMIUM PAINTED FORGED ALUMINUM WITH MIDNIGHT SILVER PAINTED POCKETS**
Available on CTS-V
Size: 19” x 9.5” front, 19” x 10” rear
with P265/35R19 front and P295/30R19 rear performance, summer-only tires

**18” POLISHED FORGED ALUMINUM WITH MIDNIGHT SILVER PAINTED POCKETS**
Available on CTS-V
Size: 18” x 9.5” front, 18” x 10” rear
with P265/35R19 front and P295/30R19 rear performance, summer-only tires

**18” ALUMINUM WHEELS WITH POLISHED FINISH**
Available on CTS-V
Size: 18” x 9.5” front, 18” x 10” rear
with P265/35R19 front and P295/30R19 rear performance, summer-only tires
### CTS INTERIOR SELECTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light Platinum Leatherette</th>
<th>JET BLACK Accents</th>
<th>Natural Sapele Wood Trim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light Platinum Leather Seating Surfaces</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>Natural Sapele Wood Trim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET BLACK Leather Seating Surfaces</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>Natural Sapele Wood Trim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Cashmere Leather Seating Surfaces</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>Black Olive Ash Wood Trim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET BLACK Leather Seats</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>Black Olive Ash Wood Trim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Cashmere Leather Seats</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>Black Olive Ash Wood Trim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET BLACK Semi-Aniline Leather Seats</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>Natural Finish Elm Wood Trim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kona Brown Semi-Aniline Leather Seats</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>Natural Finish Elm Wood Trim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available at extra cost.*

### CTS-V INTERIOR SELECTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JET BLACK Semi-Aniline Leather with Suede Microfiber Inserts and Seatbacks</th>
<th>JET BLACK Accents</th>
<th>V-Carbon Fiber Trim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RECARO JET BLACK Leather with Suede Microfiber Inserts and Seatbacks</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>V-Carbon Fiber Trim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Platinum Semi-Aniline Leather with Suede Microfiber Inserts and Seatbacks</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>V-Carbon Fiber Trim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECARO Light Platinum Leather with Suede Microfiber Inserts and Seatbacks</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>V-Carbon Fiber Trim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET BLACK Semi-Aniline Leather with Suede Microfiber Inserts and Seatbacks</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>V-Carbon Fiber Trim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECARO JET BLACK Leather with Suede Microfiber Inserts and Seatbacks</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>V-Carbon Fiber Trim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cappuccino Semi-Aniline Leather with Suede Microfiber Inserts and Seatbacks</td>
<td>JET BLACK Accents</td>
<td>V-Carbon Fiber Trim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available at extra cost.*
CTS EXTERIOR COLORS

BLACK RAVEN
RADIANT SILVER METALLIC
DARK ADRIATIC BLUE METALLIC
CRYSTAL WHITE TRICOAT
STELLAR BLACK METALLIC

CTS-V EXTERIOR COLORS

BLACK RAVEN
SATIN STEEL METALLIC
VELOCITY RED
WAVE METALLIC
CRYSTAL WHITE TRICOAT

1. Available at extra cost.